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Summary

The flow in the wake of a twvo-dimensional blunt-trailing-edge model

was investigated in the Reynolds number range 1.3 x i0 4 to 4.1 x 104. The

effects of splitter plates and base bleed on the vortex street were examined.

Measurements were made of the longitudinal spacing between vortices and

the velocity of the vortices, and compared -;ith values predicted by

von Kerman's potential vortex street model. The lateral spacing was

estimated by using both the von Karman and Kronauer stability criteria.

A new universal wake Strouhal number is devised, using the value of lateral

spacing predicted by the Kronauer stability condition as the length dimension.

A correlation of bluff body data was found when pressure drag coefficient

times Strouhal number was plotted against base pr'essure.
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Notation

a longitudinal vortex spacing

b lateral vortex spacing

c velocity of sound

C pressure drag coefficient
DF

D-.
CDS vortex street drag coefficient ----

CDSM minimum vortex street drag coefficient

(C ) base pressure coefficient
V.a

C bleed coefficient -J-
q Uh

0
d bleed slot width

DF pressure drag

S  vortex street drag

f vortex shedding frequency

h base height

ht distance between shear layers when they become parallel

h" distance between shear layers at the commencement of vortex formation

K base pressure parameter, (C )b = I-K 2

C splitter Dlate length

N Shaw acoustic frequency

R Reynolds number based on h, =

fhS Strouhal number =-U

S B new wake Strouhal number = f
fb

S Roshko wake Strouhal number = -
Ub

Tb velocity at the edge of '.he boundary layer at separation

UN vortex velocity relative to model

UO free stream velocity
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U S vortex velocitv relative tc the free stream

V bleed velocity

x distance from base, downstream positive

F density

kineaticviSCosity

suffix k denotes Kronaur-r stability criterion used

suffix v denotes von Karman stability criterion used
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1. introduction

The aim of this paper is to ccmpare measured vortex street parameters

with those predicted by existing theories and to investigate the validity

of the vortex street stability criteria of von Karman and Kronauer. It
is also intended to inveL.tigate how vr :tex streets are affected by the

introduction of either splitter latocs -r base bleed.

Vor Karmar. (soy -ne-_-c-son (i)3 ))reor-sented the vortex street

aake, whic; forms eh4d a bluff body, by an idealised potential flow

model consisting of a double row of' staggered point vortices. The

associated vortex street dreg coefficient CDS can be shown to equal,

4 1 U 2  -b b U0  t-

C - (Uo\ [coth -- + -- coth -- ... (1)"DS 7; )~~ . aa

DS

where C = -...
DS

DS is the vortex street drag, Uo free stream velocity, US is the

velocity of vortices relative to the fr-e stream, a the longitudizal spacing

betv-zeen vortices and b the lateral spacing between vortlces. b/a is

often referred to as the spacing rat-Lc.

It has also be-en Shown by von Kar--in that vortex streets are stable

to first order disturoances if" b/a = 0.2?1. Substituting this value of

the spacing ratio into equation (I) gives

CDsv = 0,583 0.63 ... (2)

DSVV
C D3V can be det er-mined rrom measurements of the longitudinal vortex

spacing and the vortex shedding frequency f. Since f.a = UN , where

UN is the velocity of the vortices relative to the model, and
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Uo = UN + US ,

US  f.a S.a
= • . . ,s.,,

Uo UO h

where S(= fo is the Strouhal number. Conversely, knowing f and vortex
\\ U 0/

street drag, both a and UN  can be predicted.

In his review paper, W.ille (I960) pointed out that any array of vortices

is unstable to any order of disturbance higher than the first. The arrange-

ment is particularly unstable to any three-dimensional disturbance. It

would seem very unlikely, therefore, that vortex streets could possibly

exist at high Reynolds numbers where the flow is fully or pertly turbulent.

The fact that vortex streets do exist casts suspicion on the von Karman

stability condition. Various authors, including Timme and Wille (1957) and

(I r-) N.-.. . 0 b /_- .... r on _4; A I A
-' " esV- \ y' IL-"-, &WC L U U 6 L ' V .LLut V1 / -. =.Y.Lib LV .. V -'%J A V .- *"

with b/a increasing with distance along the wake.

Kronauer (1964) has shown that spacing ratio is not an important

parameter in determining CDS. Figure 1, after IKronauer, shows CDS,
obtained from equation (1), against bia for various values of US/U. it

can be seen that for each value of US/U , CDS is very insensitive to

changes in b/a, the street drag coefficient passing through a broad

minimum. Kronauer has proposed a new criterion for stability which states

that for a given vortex velocity US  the vortex street adjusts itself into

the configuration giving minimum C DS The stability criterion can be

written as

--//U o . ... )18

-- = constant

This stability criterion is based on no direct experimental evidence

and one of the purposes of this investigation is to determine whether it

predicts realistic values of the various vortex street parameters.
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In the study of unzteady base flowc ie most important and least

understood parameter is Strouh._l numrber. :'zany authors have attempted to

formulate a universal Strouhtal number to compare the ;akes of various

blufff bodies. The mos t widely used universal ;ake Strouhal number is
that due to oshko ('4~Sb). ..Csh:- found, ho;:ver, thet ;Aien a splitter

plate ".as introduced into the ;;aKe of - circular cylinder the value of

his universal Strouhna: number depended on splitter plate position. The

effect caused by the introduction of wake interference elements on the

value of Roshko's :a<e Strounal number is invest gated further.

2. 1.easurement of the longitudinal spacing betv:een vortices

2.1 Experimentai arrangement

The blunt-trailing-edge models used (fully described in Bearman

(19(5) and (1966),) had a base height h of I in. (2.54 cm) and chord

of 6 in. (15.25 cm). The Reynolds number Rb, based on h, was in

the range !.3 x 10- to 4. × 10-. The nose sections :ere elliptical

and transition wires were attached at 20: chord. O:ie model had

provision for fitting splitter plates and the other had a porous base

through which air could be bled into the wake. In each case the shear

layers leaving the body were parallel and by applying free-streamline

theory it can be sho:7n that the pressure drag coefficient, ;Vith base

height as reference length, is equal to -(Cp ) the base pressure

coefficient.

In Bearman (i965) measurements were presented of S and base

pressure coefficient, (Cp)b, against splitter plate length c.

Oimila r quantities re given in Bearman (ivu), This time as a function
V.d d

of bleed rate Cq C = U- - "where V. is bleed velocity and /h is
q q 0h t

the proportion of the base that was porous. Further experiments are



described here to obtain "/h as a function of t/h and Cq

2.2 Experimental procedure and results

The longitudinal spacing 'a' betaeen successive vortices of the

same roi; was measured by using two hot wires. One -ire, the reference

wire, ;ias fixed at some nosition in the wake while the second wire, the

movable wire, could be traversed along the x axis of the wake. The

two resulting signals, after suitable filtering, were displayed on an

oscilloscope, one through the X plates and the other through the Y

plates, and exibited the familiar Lissagjou figures. To obtain the

steadiest figures it was found that both wuires had to be in the same

spanviise plane. The upstream vire was positioned a little above the

donstream one in order that there should be no interference from its

wake.

Typical plots of phase relationships along the wake are shoirn in
fir"fo the.. ... (/h ), for the model with
.L -g ar .' f or 'ie u ± m o d u± k n  0 or C0 J

q

a splitter plate of length 1.125 h and for the model with a bleed

quantity C = 0.0525. z is the distance of the movable :ire from theq

model trailing edge. The slope of the curve at any position will give

the reciprocal of the longitudinal spacing of the vortices at that

position. This plot shows that a became constant ,ithin 3 or 4 base

hWight of tI ta- 8 uug. As slope decreases, spacing i! creases;

thus near the model the vortices were much more closely spaced. Venr

close to the base the signals .fere so ,:cak that it was impossible to

form steady Lissajou figures. As splitter plates ;,ere added, or bleed

quantity increased, the distance dow:nstream at which steady figures first

appeared moved further from the base.

The region in w',-ch a waas found to be constant will be referred to

as the stable region. Figure 3 sho "'ws P plot of the stable region vortex



spacing ah versus splitter plate length for b = 2.3 x 104 and

4.1 x i0. From the measurenents there appeared to be no consistent

relationship bet.:een the two Reynolds number cases but this may have

been due to inaccuracies in measuring a/h. The movable probe could be

positioned to :within ±0.01 h but there :as a small range of x over

h.ih the Lissajou figure ;;as observed. This .;'s probably caused by

an unsteadiness in the basic vortex shedding mechanism. The accuracy

in measuring a/h was limited to about 2' but could have been worse for

the 2.0 h splitter plat: -here the velocity fluctuations associated with

shedding were comparatively w:eak.

wItkowledgep of the-C shedding freonue ncy ndetr nrA-n-Pr ngn J ituna

now possible to evaluate UN, the velocity with :,hich vortices passed

the hot-wire probe.

UN  a

IUo h

UNevaluated in the stable region is sho.,n plotted in figure 3 against
U0

'/ for the two previous Reynolds number c-.ses. The accuracy is expected

to be no better than 3-,1 since it depends on the accuracy of the measured

values of S and a/h. For the basic ,odcl the vortices -,erc travelling

between 88 and 85, of free stream velocity. Since the shedding frequency

was constant down the wake it is evident from figure 2 that in the initial

part of the w.,ake the vortices .:ere accelerating.

Plots of a/h in the stable region versus bleed rate, for the tao

slot widths (d /h) investigated, are shown in figures 4 and 5. The shape

of these curves is very similar to the shape of the splitter plate curves

in figure 3 aith the minimum value of a/h occurring at the C appropriate
q

to the maximum value of S.



As described in Bearman (19b6), ove r a range of Cq, the hot-wire

signals shoined very regular fluctuations at frequencies associated with

vortex shedding. The resulting Lissajou figures w:ere very steady and

the values of a obtained are likely to be more accurate than those found

in the splitter plate investgation. In the region of C approaching

the value where regul-,r shedding ceased the Lissajou figures becaie very

unsteady and hence the accuracy of a deteriorated.

Shown in figures 6 and 7 are plots of N/U against Cq. it can

be seen that there was a general trend towards higher valucs of UNATo

w-ith increasing bleed rate. For the larger slot -width values of UN/Uo

greater than unity were recorded at high: values of CG. This ;o3uld.

appear to have no eaning and is orobably due to the inaccuracy in

measuring a, at high values of C , mentioned above.

3. Prediction of Vortex Street Parameters

3.1 Vortex velonit-v end longitinrl..... ~ --.- -T - -7---- s-1- l==

In the introduction the oell hio;:n potential flow model of the

wake was described and the expression (equation (1)) governing the drag

aSSci:ated ith suc lb p"-5 nu. Diff rentiati:A this

equation and applying the Kronauer stability criterion (equation 4) gives

7xb Uo xb b nb nb\
2 cosh -- = (-- - 2, sinh - cosh-- si 9tb (5)

a \ / a\ a a aS/

The relationship betreen b/a and US/Uo  is shown plotted in figure 8

for values of US/u o  up to 0.24. The von Karman stability condition,

that /a = 0.2, is also plotted in figure 8 and corresnonds to a

value of US/Uo = 0.14, which is a fairly representative value for many

bluff body shapes.

As US/uo tends to zero, b/a also tends to zero which suggests a



flow configuraticn con3isting of a on of equ!, contra-rotating vortices

advancing with zero velocity relative to the free stream. The circulation

associated with an individual vortex and the drag cf such an array can be

shown, from equation /$P), to go to zerc. The other extreme condition of

b b ,-bequation (5) is when /a tends to infinity and then cosh ba sirh "' /a

and cosh /a . sirh 7b/a bec',mes very much Greater than Tb/a. Thus

equation ( ) becomes

2

--- 2 - coi ... (6)

a a

and therefore '%= -. This describes the flow: in two shear layers where

each shear layer is represented by a line of very closely spaced point

vortices, such that the distance bet-ween the shear layers is very much

greater than the longitudinal spacing between successive vortices. Between

these two extremes lies the range of values of b/a for ,.,hich vortex

streets are formed.

For each value of' S/UC there is a corresponding value of b/a which

makes C a minimum. The minimum vortex street drag coefficient, C,,..,

is shown Plotted in figure 1 against a limited range of values of b/a.

"nen ecuating the vortex street drag to the body drag the problem

arises as to whether the vortex street drag should be e-uated to the body

pressure drag or -rofile drag. 'Tith most bluff body shapes skin friction

represents a small contribution to total drag. .lith the basic blunt-

trailing-edge sect'on described here skin friction accounted for about 155

of the total drag. 5hi s percentage contribution rose to about 30% when

a 2h splitter plate was added. The assumption made here is that vortex

street drag, derived from the idealised potential flow model of the wake,

should be equated to body pressure drag.



In Bearman (965) nd '1966) the effects of --ind tunnel blockage on

the model drag and base pressure -:ere -stir-ated using thc .askell (1965)

correction. This method. is only valid, hoaevar, up to the position in the

wake at which the shear lavers become -arailel nA no detailed information

is knoTr, about the effe'rcs o7 1lockae on the vortex street itself. ITle

drag of the model is to 'e e u-td tc the drai of the vrtax Street and

thus to be consistent only measured values '-i.l :e compared.

The body pressure e-a:- coefficient, CD,, can b3 related to the drag

coefficient of the vortex stf-eet by

h.C DF : -C DS (7)

Multiplying equetion (7) by S gives

a ~ UU~- N = ,U.

S .C DF C - (8)
h Uo Uoi

If ei r-the von ama or "Ironauer st±i_ity criterior is used to

evaluate CDS the producz.- C.F is or ly n furction of Fhe velocity
Ui U 1

of the vortices. FIgurLe 9 sh-Iz a p of-- C_. against -,

where CDS: Ii was obtained using the Kronauer tbility criterion. Thus
TTN

from measured values of S irnd C is rossiblc to rrdic U
DF - -

In the following, un'oss otherwise stated, the Frnauee -tcbility criterion
Uf,T

will be used to detern'e TT

b
It has been shown th .... F- t na3 t, 0.5 /a trnds to infinity

U UN
and therefore -ill possible ;.lue o' -- must be greater than 0.5. There

i U0  U!'
ore t-;o possible solutions of'a -.i- ,s of -L , C greater than

'0 DSI.i
0.16. It is assumed th t the greater of the two solutions always exists,

which means that vortex velocities must be greater than about 0.70 Uo.
UN

Fage and Johansen (1927) measured -- for a large variety of bluff bodyUo
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shapes and the smallest value recorded was 0.77 U0 . The author knows
UN

of no measurements in a fully developed vortex street where - was

less than 0.70.
UN

Predicted values of :I:- are sho m compared with those measured in

f4 d
the base bleed experiments in figures 6 and 7 for /h = 0.59 and 0.93

respectively. The theory appears to show the general trend of the results

uite well and the agreement is particularly good up to values of C
U N

of about 0.05. If the theoretical value of UN is divided by the

experimental value of S, corresponding to that -articular C q, a value

for a/h is found, These values are shown in figures 4 and 5 and the

a~re.e.m.ent bt ..een theo- A -,-m I+ -- PVPJ elose.

The splitter plate results are shown in figure 3 for the tao Reynolds

number cases. The agreement between the theoretical and experimental
UN

values was not so good; the curve of n- has an opposite slope to the

experimiental results for long splitter plates. The reasons for this may

lie in the inaccuracy of the experimental results for values of C/h

greater than 1.75. The shedding frequency for these long splitter plates

was not sharply defined and it may -,,ell have been more appropriate to

represent S by a band of possible values, corresponding to a band ofUN

values for U. The values of a/h obtained ..ith the splitter plates

are again fairly well predicted by the potential flo;- model.

The drag of the potential vortex street model, as shown by figure 9,
UN

s extremely sensitive to changes in --. The drag formula, equation ,U S U N Uo

is a function of and since -- is often near unity it is very

difficult to measure -- very accurately. Taking the basic model as an
U, Uo

example; if 5L changes by 101, Strouha? number remaining constant, CDF
U0

changes by 8%o. It is not possible, therefore, within the limits of

experimental accuracy, to measure a/h and S and hope to predict



accurate values of C DF It can be seen that the vortex street parameters

need only change very slightly to accommodate large changes in drag. This
UN

means that if drag and Str3uhal number are nown, accurate values of UN

and a/h can be predicted.

3.2 Lateral spacing and sracing ratio

As shovn by Kronauer (1964) the spacing ratio is not an important

parameter in the determination of drag and hence the von Karman drag

formula would have predicted the values of a/h and u- equally well.UO

The foregoing work shoi;s, ho:ever, that the vortex street model predicts

realistic values in vortex streets v,'th wake interference. Use of the

Kronauer stability criterion allows pr:eictions to be made of sracing

ratio, and also b/h, which may be more representative of the actual

flow than the von Kayzcn values.
Figure 10 shows estimations of bA and /a for the splitter

/h n7 a r o4 the- sp ittr

plate results at R- 2.3 V etes the von . .arran

stability criterion has been used and suffix k the Kronauer criterion.

Figure 11 shows the corresponding quantities derived from the base bleed

results with -/h = 0.93. it is interesting to note that, for the bleed

case, the Kronauer values of b/a qere almost constant up to C = 0.07.

This corresponds to the C at ".-hich S ,as a maximum and w-.here thereq

wvas a kink in the base pressure versus C curve described in Bearman

(1966). In all cases the von Karman stability criterion predicted higher

values of b/h but the shapes of the curves wero very similar.

It is very difficult to measure b/h experimentally. Berger (1964)

states that no characteristic hot-wire signal can be expected from the

centres of vortices and criticizes measurements of b/h that have been

b,obtained by the 'hot-a:ire technique'. In an attempt to estimate /h

the flow in the wake of the base bleed model was visualised .iith smcke.



At high Reynolds numbers it proved very difficult to locate the centres

of vortices and the only conclusion was that b/a appeared to be less than

0.281 but that it -:as impossible to assign an accurate value to it. This

in itself, therefore, offers very little proof that (b/h)k is moreilb

representative than (b/h)v. it is proposed, by the introduction of a

new universal Strouhal number, to substantiate that ( /h)k is mare

representative than (b/h).

3.3 Strouhal number

The only direct attempt to preiict Strouhal number has been that by

Sha-: (1949), (1951) and (1956) in a series of unpublished papers. Shar7

prcooses an acoustic theory .'hich states that the interactio n of .turbance

centres, by pulses travelling between then, can exercise a regulating

influence on air flow. He takes as his basic example the flow around e

circular cylinder at subcritical Reynolds numbers. The theory is in good

,.greement w+ih eerimcnt but is open: tocriticism on the grounds that a

suitable mode of vibration has to be chosen. Shaw (1956) extends his

method to various bluff body shapes but is unable to predict a priori

the mcde of vibration.

On the basic model described here likely "centres of disturbance" are

the leading edge stagnation point and the t:o separation points. if it is

assumed that the basic Shaw acoustic frequency N is the one associated

with the passage of a pulse back and forth between the separation points

N = c/2h, where c is the velocity if sound. Shaw (1949) shows that

U~ h
S = N h

c Uo

and thus
U N

S = 0.25 •

UO
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For the basic model 0o.9 and the predicted value of S is 0.222

against a measured value o:' 0.24L. Agreement is not as good as Shaw found

in the circular cylinder caze. The measured valur- 3f thc longitudinal

spacing between vortices " az 3 6h and ly the Shaw analysis a value of' 4h

is predicted.

A pressure transducer was inserted in the centre of the base, flush

with the surface, to try and detect any high frequency acoustic waves.

Frequency traverses were carried out between 30 c.p.s. and 30 kc.p.s.

but the only predominant frequencies were those directly resulting frora

vortex shedding. Gerrard (1c61) was also urable to detect any Shaw

frequencies with a pressure transducer flush :uith the surface of a

circular cylinder.

The Shaw analysis assumes that the vortices quickly settle down to

a stable configuraticn. Experimental n.ei.surements of UN/U: and a/h

show this to be true. ith the bleed model, if the two rear centres of

disturbance are taken as -,he separation points, the acoustic paths will

not change with the addition of ble-d and A/h should remain constant.

However this is seen not to bf, thi- c-s'- -n, a An

as 20% with the addition cf b!-ed. Thus, apart from Shawl s own experi-

ments, there appears to be little evidence to support this theory.

3.4 lake Strouhal number

It was demonstrated by Roshko ( 151;0) that, by applying simple

physical arguments to the mechanism of vortex shedding, a parameter

could be derived to compare the wakes of different bluff bodies. lie

considered t'o shear layers a distance h' apart with the velocity

outside the layers tr ual to Ub the velocity at the edge Of the .oundary

lavr at the secwration point. The frequencyt which vortes were
Uf

formed was considered proportional to Tand thus a wake Strouhal



nu!! br SR  could be formed Y;here

fh
OR Ub

By applying Bernoulli's equation tc the flow at the separation point,

just outside the boundary layer,

Ub  = )

it is convenient to replace i - (C )b)2 by K and then

Sh'

Kh

hl was obtained by the notched hodograph method (Rosh-ko 1954a) for three

simple geometric shapes: circular cylinder, flat plate and 900 wedge.

This gave a fairly constant SR  of 0.163 t 0.01 over most of the

Reynolds number range examined.

Te notched hodograph method gives tnE spacing of the shear layers

when they become parallel ana it is assumed that the vortices begin to

frm fronm ebnnv.- 1 yrs.n~ .:-4 1- t-;4 - -4 7. n 4 +1, +'--r - A nl 01, o n Ued to -

_S

obtain the regults described in this paper h' = h and thus SR =

For the basic model this gave a value of SR = 0.'9. .ith the introduction

of wake interference it h2s been show;n (sec Bearm.n (1966)) that the vortex

formation position is moved further from the body. Thus although h'

still equals h, it is no longer representative of the distance between

shear layers at the commencement of shedding. For example at C = 0.08
q

and /h = 0.93, SR = 0.278 and thus SR is not suitable to compare

the wakes of bluff bodies aitCh wlake interfc-c.

The typical lungth required will be called h" and is the distance

between shear layers at the commencement of vortex shedding. If the
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assumption is now made that the lateral dislacement bet,-:een the vortex

rows is equal to h", a new Strouhal number is obtained. The new

Strouhal number SB becomes

fb S
SB  =- -

Ub

S and K are measured values and b/h can be found by using either the

von Karman or Kronauer stability criterion. S found by using the

Kronauer stability condition, is plotted against K in figure 12 for the

splitter plate and base bleed results, and over the majority of the

f
range a constant values of SB of about 0.181 was obtained. At low

values of K, corresponding to high C 's and long splitter plates,q

there was a slight reduction in S This was not surprising because it
f

can'be shown that when K = i SB will be zero. Taking as an example
')C

the basic model shape, it is seen that when K -3 1 (i.e. (C )b -) 0)
Pb

C - 0. Therefore the vortex street drag .ill tend to .. r nd -ze-r 1

which means that the spacing ratio .-ill approach zero. Now since

fb fb Uo a UN  b I

SB = -- = - -- . - = - . - . - t
,T TT YTB b Ub UO a JO -a

K

it is clear that SB will tend towards zero. In the experiments it was

found that the wake stabilised and shedding ceased long before SB = 0.

If the von Ksnrmnn stability criterion h-1 boocn used to pred-ict

b/h a constant value of SB would not have been obtained. This is

demonstrated in figure 12 where (SB)v  decreases with increasing K.

Since S involves parameters characteristic of the wake the existence

of a constant value of SB would appear to place some justification on

the validity of the Kronauer stability criterion. As a more rigorous a

test the analysis has been extended to a variety of bluff body shapes.
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The information required to compute SB is the value of CDF, (C p) and

S. Circular cylinders have been very well documented by Kronauer 0 964)

over the Reynolds number range Rb = 102 to 105. Roshko (1961) has

carried out experiments at higher Reynolds numbers (R. = 2 x 106 to 107)

where the boundary layers on the cylinder were turbulent. Flat plate and

data was taken from Wood (1964) and Bellhouse and "6ood Fage and

Johansen (1927) have published results for an ogival and extended ogival

shape and Nash et al. (1963) have presented results for a bluff section

fitted with splitter plates. The last two authors only --resent (Cp)b

and S but in each case the shear layers left the model parallel and

free streamline theory ha- been applied to obtain C The values of
DF*O

for these various bodies are plotted in figure 13 and again show a collapse

of the data on to a value of SB = 0.181.

A given value of CDF.S, assuming a universal Strouhal number STB,

implies a given value of K. C DFS is shown plotted against K in

figure 14 for all the available data and shows a reasonable collapse of

the results. The curve sho-iin in figure 14. was obtained by assuming the

Kronauer stability criterion to hold and putting SB = 0.181. The scatter

shown in figures 14 .-ould have been greater if profile drag coefficient

instead of CDF had been used. By using this correlation of results the

vortex shedding frequency of n bluff body can be determined from its

pressure distribution.

Although figure 14 shows a general collapse of the data it does not

tale account of the detailed variations of S, CDF and (Cp)b at low

values of K. As in figure 12 the bleed and splitter plate results show

a trend away from the curve SB = 0.181 for values of K less than about

1.16. This value of' base iressure corresponds to the value of C and /hq
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at which S was a maximum. 7ood's results also show a trend avay from

the line SB = 0.181 for values of K less than 1.09. The value of K

also corresponds to the C at which S was a maximum. Further research

is required to determine il there is a change in the vortex formation

process at these low values of K.

4. Conclusions

The von Karmen ideali sed potential flow model -redicted accurate

values of the longitudinal spacing between vortices in t :,ke behind a

twco-dimensional blunt-trailing-edge section with 2nd Uithout wake inter-

ference. No experimental evidence could be found to support Shaw's

acoustic theory of vortex shedding. The value of Roshko's universal wake

Strouh&l number was affected by the introduction of vake interference

elements. Both the von Karman and Kronauer stability criteria were used

ton pstim~iPthe lae " spain " ewe votcs Ing; theI

stability condition to determine b, a ne;! universal wake Strouhal number
f b

was formed; SB = ;-. Then plotted against the base pressure parameter K.
b

SB = 0.181 over wi ide range of K fc- a variety of bluff body shapes.

It is thought that this justifies. in part, the use of the Kron aer

stability criterion. From the definition of S a universal curve is

suggested if UDF I plotted against K.
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